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ZCorum’s PreEqualization Analyzer is a Proactive Network Maintenance (PNM) 
tool that lets you find and fix impairments in your plant before they impact 
subscribers.

Pre-equalization is a great feature and so powerful. One line in your CMTS configuration and 
there’s an immediate 5 to 10 dB improvement in upstream MER (SNR). Your subscribers get 
better service as each cable modem pre-equalizes its signal to compensate for upstream 
impairments in the cable plant. It’s a no-brainer, and now there are even more reasons to 
enable pre-equalization on your CMTS. 

Turn every modem into a troubleshooting probe
With ZCorum’s PreEqualization Analyzer every cable modem becomes a troubleshooting 
device. This web-based application collects and analyzes the pre-equalization data from 
your cable modems and shows you the location and severity of the upstream impairments 
on your plant. The result is a Proactive Network Maintenance (PNM) tool that lets you 
intelligently address issues before they get worse, and before they start to affect your 
subscribers. 

PreEqualization Analyzer shows you which modems are affected by upstream impairments 
and provides key location data to determine with high accuracy where those impairments are. 
You can see which issues are in the home or at the drop versus those that are further out in the 
plant. You can drill in to see lists of modems impacted by a common impairment, and where 
they are on a map.

Save money, save time and increase customer satisfaction
PreEqualization Analyzer is an affordable tool that lets you address issues proactively as part 
of your routine plant maintenance. You can send the right technician to the right place before 
an issue causes a problem for your subscribers. Compare that to repeatedly rolling trucks in a 
reactive, trial and error search every time a customer calls in. By pinpointing the span of cable 
to be checked and replaced, you’ll reduce material costs, and post-maintenance repair work. 
And don’t forget the benefits of avoiding what would have been a customer-affecting outage.

Stop Reacting. Get Proactive with PreEqualization Analyzer. 

Proactive Network Maintenance is 
Now Easy and Affordable
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MAC Address: 00110e8e6c0eAddress:   155 Drew White Drive
  Alpharetta, GA 30062Distance to Impairment: 167.0”

1.800.909.9441
4501 North Point Parkway, Suite 125 
Alpharetta, GA 30022
ZCorum.com  |  PreequalizationAnalyzer.com
Facebook.ZCorum.com
Twitter.com/ZCorum

With pre-equalization 

enabled on the CMTS, and 

ZCorum’s PreEqualization 

Analyzer software, every 

cable modem becomes a 

troubleshooting device. 
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• Locate outside plant impairments to within fifty feet or less
• Identify in-house problems like loose connectors, reverse splitters, bad wiring
• See detailed Cable Modem data including distances to impairments
• View modems and degree of impairments on a map
• Drill in to list and map modems likely affected by a common issue
• See history of impairments and RF statistics over time
• Filter impairments by node
• Send the right technician to the right location
• Avoid future outages


